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Wider Background for Harmonisation

EU Policy on Capital Markets Union
– ”Boosting” Start-Up and Scale-Up Businesses in 

the EU

Earlier Work of the EU-Commission
– Recommendation on a New Approach to 

Business Failure and Insolvency, SWD (2014) 
61 final, 12.3.2014

– Action Plan on Building a Capital Markets Union 
COM (2015) 468 final

– The Single Market Strategy COM (2015) 550 
final

The Need for Harmonisation

The Need is evident and clear:
– To reduce divergency of insolvency 

laws in Member States
• Differencies > Uncertainty > Barriers to the 

free flow of capital in Single Market

– To increase cross-border investments 
and jobs in Single Market

• Predictability > Confidence > Effectiveness
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The Scope for Harmonisation

The Scope is limited to necessary
measures:

– Frameworks for preventive restructuring

– Second chance for honest entrepreneurs

– Activating early means (”early warnings”) 

– Limiting the role of the courts

• Focus on the out-of-court restructurings?

– Setting the Time Limits for preventive
structurings (aiming efficiency)

Challenges of Harmonisation

Timeless questions:
– How to build an efficient, effective law

on business restructuring?

– How to secure decent level of legal
protection between conflicting
interests?

• The interests of debtors / creditors / 
society around them

• How to prevent the risk of moral hazard?
– If the threshold for discharge is too low
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EU-law drafting: Current Situation 

COM(2016) 723 final 22.11.2016

Proposal for a 

DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL 

on preventive restructuring frameworks, 
second chance and measures to increase 
the efficiency of restructuring, insolvency 
and discharge procedures and amending 

Directive 2012/30/EU 

Erik Selander

DLA Piper Sweden
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Background

Nordic-Baltic region

Principles / Overall objectives and features of an 
effective and efficient solvency law

– The general objective of insolvency law is to maximise
efficiency of the economy by facilitating trade and 
supporting an effective credit system and a favorable 
investment climate.

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law

– Insolvency law shall provide a transparent, 
predictable and cost-effective set of rules that 
allows, based on the circumstances of the 
individual case, the preservation and 
maximising of the value of the debtor’s assets 
by enabling, on the one hand, reorganisation of 
viable businesses and, on the other hand, rapid 
liquidation of businesses that have no prospect 
of survival.

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law
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– A reorganisation should never be an end in 
itself, but is to be carried out in those cases 
where an ongoing business has a surplus value 
which is effectively greater when the necessary 
components of the business are held together 
instead of being broken up and sold off in 
fragments. In light of the aforesaid, the creditors 
should not involuntarily receive less than in a 
liquidation. Generally, the option that.

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law

maximises asset values is also the best option 
for society on the whole and other stakeholders.

– Insolvency law should be governed by the 
principle of equal treatment of creditors.

– Insolvency law should also be neutral in the 
sense that it does not create incentives for the 
debtor or a particular group of creditors for their 
own part to choose liquidation over 
reorganization, 

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law
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and vice versa. The choice between the 
proceedings should, in other words, be 
governed by the overall objectives of insolvency 
law and not special interests. The interest of the 
general body of creditors should always prevail.

– Insolvency rules should create incentives for the 
owners and management of the debtor to seek 
a comprehensive settlement with the

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law

creditors at such a time that the value of the 
assets has not been eroded to such an extent 
that an unfavorable liquidation is inevitable.

– Insolvency law should provide national and 
international investors and lenders predictable 
and adequate protection for established 
security interests. This includes the value of the 
securities is not eroded without compensation 
during the insolvency proceedings and

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law
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that a predictable order of priority are 
established.

– Insolvency law is to provide rules which 
enable efficient and effective management 
of insolvency proceedings concerning 
groups of companies.

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law

– Method

– The Recommendations the final result / 
Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on Insolvency
Law / Final version 2016

Nordic-Baltic Recommendations on 
Insolvency Law
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Mari Aalto

Ministry of Justice, Finland

Directive on early restructuring

First intent to harmonise national 
insolvency laws

– Aim of the proposal can be supported

– Detailed rules create challenges to 
national systems; incompatibility 
problems

– More flexibility is needed
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Relationship with Regulation
2015/848

– Opening of the proceedings?

– Role of the courts?

– No insolvency practitioner?

– Publicity: rights of foreign creditors?

– Collective proceedings or not?

Directive on early restructuring

Stay
– Who can get it? Possibilities of abuse

by non-viable debtors?

– 4 months, prolongation up to 12 
months → can this work?

– Exceptions needed in certain
circumstances (e.g. complex
restructuring, insolvency during the
stay, restructuring proceedings
opened)?

Directive on early restructuring
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Effects on equity holders?
– Articles 2(2), 11, 12 and 32

– What is required?

Workers’ position
– Should be a measure to save

enterprises, not to improve workers’ 
position in restructuring

– Article 31(2) suffices

Directive on early restructuring

Partner and attorney 

Morten Hans Jakobsen

Gorrissen Federspiel, Law firm

Denmark
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The proposal for EU Directive
– Preventive/Early restructuring

– Second chance to entrepreneurs

– Efficiency in restructuring processes

Danish Restructuring Law
– Restructuring law enacted in 2010

– Experiences since 2010

EU Directive – a perspective from an Danish 
attorney and insolvency practitioner

•Timing of restructurings is key
– Danish formal restructuring require “insolvency” 

- consequences

– No liquidity to finance restructuring process

– Risk of voidable transactions

– Risk of managerial liability for damages

– Out of court restructuring

EU Directive – a perspective from an 
Danish attorney and insolvency 
practitioner
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•EU Directive do not require “insolvency”
– No “insolvency” requirement 

– Preventing instead of fixing 

– Maintain value of assets and reduce losses

– Higher dividends - better chances of 
success

EU Directive – a perspective from an 
Danish attorney and insolvency 
practitioner

•Regulation on interim financing
– Secure new and interim financing

– Not void or unenforceable

– Rank (at least) senior to normal unsecured 
creditors 

– Grantors exempted from civil, administrative 
and criminal liability

EU Directive – a perspective from an 
Danish attorney and insolvency 
practitioner
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Regulation on interim financing -
consequences

– Regulation will lower risks for lenders

– Reduce costs of interim financing

– Increase chances of successful 
restructurings  

EU Directive – a perspective from an 
Danish attorney and insolvency 
practitioner

•EU Directive impacts on restructuring
– Remove gaps between stakeholders of a 

restructuring related to lack of knowledge and 
insecurity related to impact of local rules

– Widen market cross boarder investments and 
loan capital

– More and cheaper financing, including interim 
financing

EU Directive – a perspective from an 
Danish attorney and insolvency 
practitioner
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STAY OF INDIVIDUAL 
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

According to the Directive Proposal 
COM(2016) 723 final

Without a Stay

– No real chance to get all (remarkable) creditors
aiming at the same goal

– Space for egoistic opportunism: wide

– Equality of creditors: in danger

– Rational, well planned negotiations: impossible

With a Stay

– Real chance to get all (remarkable) creditors aiming
at the same goal

– Space for egoistic opportunism: narrow (and egoistic
actions are sanctioned)

– Equality of creditors: saved (stronger at least)

– Rational, well planned negotiations: possible

THE STAY – WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
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Directive Proposal article 6(1-2)
– General duty of the Member States to 

ensure:
• Negotiations for a restructuring plan are

secured by giving the debtor an access
to the stay

• Covering all the creditors, but might be
limited (”tailored”) to one or more
individual creditors

– In accordance with national law

Access to the Stay

Forum for granting/dismissing the Stay
– Finnish law: the court of first instance

Legal preconditions for a stay
– Insolvency/risk of it?

– Negotiations only?

– Without a formal petition for insolvency proceedings?

The right to appeal
– Whether the stay is granted/dismissed

Any other views in the Nordic/Baltic countries?

Notes & Questions on the Access to 
the Stay
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Directive Proposal article 7(1)
– During the stay, the obligation to file

for insolvency proceedings is 
suspended

• Where such an obligation is in force
under national law

• Finnish Law: no obligation to file for 
insolvency proceedings

• Any other views from the Nordic/Baltic 
Countries?

Consequenses of the Stay

Directive Proposal article 7(2-3)
– General stay covering all the creditors shall 

prevent the opening of insolvency 
procedures 

– Unless the debtor “becomes illiquid and 
therefore unable to pay his debts as they fall 
due during the stay period”

• Even then, the restructuring procedures shall 
not be automatically terminated

Notes/comments from the other 
Nordic/Baltic Countries?

Consequences of the Stay


